FBI to investigate erasures for Jaworski

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Internal Revenue Service's Washington office has asked the FBI to investigate erasures for Jaworski, the House committee chairman investigating the Watergate break-in.

The FBI was asked to look into erasures that Jaworski said he made in a journal that contained marked-up transcripts of the Watergate tapes.

Jaworski, who is leading the Watergate investigation, said he made a journal entry in which he marked up the Watergate tapes and erased certain parts of the conversations. He said he wrote "erasure" on the tape and then erased the words in a proposal to Congress of this week's hearing.

Jaworski said he had made a similar entry in his journal when he was the House minority leader in 1973.

The FBI said it had no comment on the request.

Gasoline may be rationed; no decision until summer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation faces a potential gasoline shortage this summer as peak gasoline demands and rising costs continue to spiral upward.

The nation is facing a potential gasoline shortage this summer as peak gasoline demands and rising costs continue to spiral upward.

The government will be ready to put at least two warships into the area of the Vietnam conflict at a cost of $40 million per day.
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From Iowa City to Washington as Clark's aide

'I've always been interested in what goes on in Washington...I guess I'd rather be in the action than talk about it.'

By LEWIS D'VORKIN

Editor

WASHINGTON—His move to Washington was not easy. The last time the House approved a conference report, the House, and this Congress, as many times, voted 2-1, reversing the Senate's action.

Political life is not new to former Iowa City Mayor Pat Boe, 43, who returned to the Clinton County courthouse Monday night. There he was sworn in as the county's new first district judge.

"I've always been interested in the action," Boe said in an interview with The Daily Iowan Monday afternoon. "In Iowa City, I had a good opportunity to learn about what goes on in Washington and legislation.

"I guess I'd rather be in the action than talk about it."

Those who know Boe mirrored his sentiments, saying he would be effective in politics. Many classroom discussions revolved around political figures and governmental action related to controversies.

Sullivan, a classmate and political science major, said Boe had an unspoken goal to become a judge. Sullivan said Boe had been an active member of the American Indian Student Association, which sponsored the takeover, including two

who are being tried in federal court in St. Paul, Minn. "For their role in the occupation," Sullivan said.

"It's a tremendous victory," Dennis Eck, National Director of the American Indian Movement, said in a statement. "It's a great day for Indian law enforcement and a victory for the Indian government.

"It's a great victory for the American Indian people," said John S. Morrison, the state's attorney general.

One of their defense attorneys, William A. Healey, had been in Hawaii with the Indian leaders. The three-judge appeals court panel ruled that the 1983 convictions violated the American Indian Civil Rights Act and the U.S. Constitution.

Runcie, who was the first judge to arrive at the courthouse, said it was a good opportunity to learn about what goes on in Washington and legislation.

"I guess I'd rather be in the action than talk about it."


**Freedom in education explored**

Editor's Note: Today's Equal Time column is being provided by Margaret Higgins for Exploring Freedom in Education. 

Institutions of higher education enroll a large number of interested people who feel an obligation to improve the quality of all education. However, the attitude that a student can do the best work in the classroom if he is found to be a desirable person is undeniably false. To be sure, students should be encouraged to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the institution. In many cases, these students are the most promising of them all. However, the attitude that if a student has good character, he can do whatever he wants is not true. 

A student's character is not the only factor that determines his success. His ability to meet the challenges of the educational opportunity provided by the institution is also important. The institution must provide the student with the opportunity to develop his potential and to reach his full potential. The institution must also provide the student with the opportunity to learn the skills and knowledge that he needs to succeed in life. Finally, the institution must provide the student with the opportunity to develop his character and to be a good citizen. 

In conclusion, the institution of higher education must provide the student with the opportunity to develop his potential, to meet the challenges of the educational opportunity provided by the institution, and to develop his character and to be a good citizen. The institution must also provide the student with the opportunity to learn the skills and knowledge that he needs to succeed in life.
Auditor given one week to act in Iowa Data contract issue

By BRUCE DUNN
State Auditor

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors has given County Auditor Shenery Briggs one week to decide what action she wants to take regarding a September 1973 county contract she made with a Dallas fund-raising firm.

The board decided it was in need of new, up-to-date information on the voter registration contract issue. Briggs decided whether she wants to write up new contracts specifications for voter registration and pay the $34,264 for new voter registration information.

Questions

The contract with Iowa Data Processing Inc. raised legal questions recently when it was revealed the county auditor could legally enter into such contracts without prior approval by the board.

Chairman Richard Bartel said if Briggs chooses to pay the $34,264 for new voter registration information, the board could take one of three actions:

1. The board could take no action on the issue, and it would be up to Briggs to decide what action she wants to take.

2. The board could take the action to approve in writing the contract submitted by Briggs.

3. The board could take the action to disprove the contract submitted by Briggs.

Bartel said he favors taking the matter full to the hands of state officials, but County Attorney Carl J. Goetz disagreed. He said the first thing out of the state would look at is the county level, forcing the board to "see if we are on our job.

The Johnson County contract is being examined by the state attorney general's office, and a ruling on the contract's legality has been requested by Goetz. Bartel complained the ruling is overdue.

Importance

Lorenda Clark, a board member since Jan. 1, stressed the importance of determining the board's legal jurisdiction in matters regarding contracts. She said if the board legally cannot approve a contract such as the one Rogers signed with Iowa Data, it is up to the attorney general's office to decide whether the board is in or out.

Bartel said Iowa Data Processing Inc. lacked legal approval to enter into this type of agreement, and he said the varying contracts being offered by the company makes it hard for the county to determine if they are in or out of line.

Briggs must act on the matter and be able to sign the state level with state officials determining legality of the Johnson County contract and enforcing the interpretations of existing laws.

The county attorney's office could initiate court action against Bartel reporting that Briggs comply with the law.

Bartel said the grand jury in this case is simply negligent involving the contract in question.

Bartel said he favors taking the matter full to the hands of state officials, but County Attorney Carl J. Goetz disagreed. He said the first thing out of the state would look at is the county level, forcing the board to "see if we are on our job.

"There's nothing wrong with taking it to the attorney general's office," he said, adding that many auditors and county attorneys are confident the board has "full control in these matters," as long as the board does not exceed its budget.

Bartel said the county auditor must stay within his or her authority when signing contracts, and he said that, and that he "made no mistake." The meeting was recessed until 9:30 a.m. today, when the board was scheduled to discuss the contract issue.

No wrong
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COUNTRY COBBLER
SUPER SEMI-ANNUAL CLOTHING
and SHOE CLEARANCE SALE.

WOMEN'S

SUPER SHOES

MEN'S

prices are

$7.90, $12.90, $17.90, $19.90

$7.90, $12.90, $17.90, $19.90

Platforms
Dress shoes
Waffle slippers

$7.90 and
$10.90

$7.90, $12.90

Saddle shoes
Cape sole shoes
Dress shoes
Winter shoes
Platforms

VALUES TO $40.00 all snowboots 20% off

SUPER CLOTHES

at

SUPER PRICES

In the Men's Dept.

Sweaters... *1.90 to *9.90
Regular prices to $18.00

Pants... *9.90 to *18.90

Buckle-backs, cuffed, pleats, skinny belteds, wools (the wools just came in, as a matter of fact) gabardines, plaid, solids, just about everything, even elastic waist-band models...

Regular prices on these are *18.00 to *25.00

Also there is a very large group of elastic back jackets, blazers, and baseball jackets that are priced from......*9.90 to *24.90.

In the Women's Dept.

One whole table of pants... *9.90
Regular prices...*12.00 to *15.00

Cords, baby flannels, flannels, wools, gabardines, plaids, solids and prints.

Long party dresses...

*19.90 to *35.90
Regular price...*30.00 to *50.00

Sweaters... *9.90 to *14.90

Belkies, vests, cardigans, etc.

One whole rack of shirts that were regularly $14.00 and $18.00 now only *7.90!!!

Pantsuits, jackets, blazers, smocks, peplums, tops, shirts, all on sale...

126 East Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) — The FBI is preparing to seek legal action against two lobbying firms and to arrest a lobbyist who helped convince a judge that he didn't have a law school degree.

The FBI said it has evidence that the lobbyist, seen in television interviews, lied about his qualifications.

Miami prosecutor fired for lack of law degree

MIAMI (AP) — Frank Joyce, a former Miami prosecutor who helped take down the Donn Nobles family, has been fired.

Joyce helped convict Miss Reno said Joyce listed a law school diploma in the US federal court but didn't have a law degree. Reports he praised of a judge who says he was fired.

FBI: revile counter-intelligence

BY MICHAEL McCANN
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Bob Keith
Field house recreation problems

No place to play ball

Basically, I am seeking information concerning the matter of basketball. The problem is that there is no place to play.

In more detail the situation has this...

I try to play after my class time. While I am grouped in my education classes play rugby or touch ball. When I go to the gym there are basketball or softball class. At 10:00 there's only one course. The other courses are in the gym. Besides, the course is open to the public. This means I can't play at night because I have to study.

The problem is that there is no place to play which is a gross violation of the SA bylaws.

I have sought the information concerning this matter at the college and the city. I have contacted the recreation center, the athletics department, and the student government. None of these have been able to provide a satisfactory solution.

Weight room funds cut

The University Field Office refused to cut the funds, and the weight room is now a box. The best one to get in is a box. Don't bother to get in.

Recreation center:

Four courses are offered: a 100-credit course, a 200-credit course, a 300-credit course, and a 400-credit course. The courses are offered in the summer, fall, and spring.

The problem is that there is no place to play which is a gross violation of the SA bylaws.

I have sought the information concerning this matter at the college and the city. I have contacted the recreation center, the athletics department, and the student government. None of these have been able to provide a satisfactory solution.
Former UI author defends gay cause

By the Associated Press

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — A different organization, all of them dealing with the changing world, None of them is working on anything.

"We don't have a plan about how to make America gay," is the response to the question, "What are you going to be working on now?" The answer is, "None of the above." The question is, "What are you going to be working on now?" The answer is, "None of the above."
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Joffrey Ballet ranks with world's best

By SHEILY BALMESTON

As part of a bittersweet tour bringing Culture to America's Catchlight Crescent, Midnight Sun, the Joffrey Ballet will appear in Harris Theater January 21-22.

City Center Joffrey Ballet is among the principals and favorites among the major ballet companies in the world. Its development is nearly inestimable from the history of its founder, Robert Joffrey.

Joffrey, the son of a cab driver, began as a student in the Joffrey Dance Studio at age 13. He was given his first break in 1956 when the Ballets Society of Lincoln Center, which had been created by Lincoln Kirstein and Nicholas Magallanes, presented the Robert Joffrey Dance Company. The company spent the years 1956 to 1960 in residence at Stanford University, and remained in the East Coast to 1961 for a season in residence at the University of California at Berkeley.

City Center Joffrey Ballet has been reorganized by Jeffrey with the original group, the Robert Joffrey Dance Company. The company was termed the Robert Joffrey Dance Company and entered into the Associated American Ballets. Joffrey began his ballet training at the age of seven for the promotion of an ambitious tradition. By the age of 13, he was standing with the School of American Ballet in New York, and was shortly afterward drafted into Ballet Porte de Versailles.

The following year, Joffrey received a grant to study with the Ballets Society in New York City. He was given an opportunity to work with the Ballets Society under the direction of Arthur Mitchell, one of the greatest dancers of his time. This experience was a turning point in Joffrey's career, and he began to develop a unique style of dance that would eventually become the hallmark of the Joffrey Ballet.

In 1960, two years after the founding of the company, the New York City Center contracted to present the Robert Joffrey Dance Company. The company was renamed the Joffrey Ballet, and it became the most important ballet company on the East Coast. Joffrey was the first American dancer to become a director of a major ballet company. By the time of his death in 1983, the Joffrey Ballet had become one of the most successful and respected ballet companies in the world.

The Joffrey Ballet's repertoire includes works by some of the greatest choreographers of the 20th century, including George Balanchine, Agnes de Mille, and Jerome Robbins. The company's dancers are known for their technique and athleticism, and the Joffrey Ballet has been widely praised for its innovative and daring works.

The Joffrey Ballet's success is due in large part to its founder, Robert Joffrey, who was a visionary and a leader in the world of dance. Joffrey was a master of the stage, and he was able to bring together a diverse group of dancers and musicians to create works that were both innovative and beautiful.

The Joffrey Ballet's influence on the world of dance is immeasurable, and its legacy will continue to be felt for many years to come.

Tanglewood by T. K. Ryan

Please recycle your Daily Iowan

"ONE OF THE BEST COMEDIES I'VE SEEN IN 20 YEARS!"

ORDEN CRONE

VIVIAN BLAINE

"twists"

a new comedy

by Jack Gelber

January 30-31
8:00 pm

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Student ticket prices: $3.75, $2.25, $1.25
Non-student ticket prices: 94.75, 8.75, 7.75
Box Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m., Sat. 11:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sun. 11:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Tao CARNAVAL GRANDE

Buy 2 Tacos Get 1 Free

Tacos are Terrific!

Corduroy & Denim Jeans

100% cotton

Wide floors, must with cuffed bottom. Sizes 28-38 available in browns, greens, burgundy, navy. Broken sizes.

Regular, $11.00

NOW $5.79

Casual Slacks — Permanent Press

Sizes 32-38

Regular, $11.18

1/2 Price!

Bomber Style Winter Jackets

In wool & cotton suede shells with orion shearling linings. Available in sizes 36-46.

Regular, $39.99 & 45.36

1/2 Price!
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323 Kirkwood Music Iowa

Home of Iowa's first Make-A-Tape Fax

Duplicating System. 8 track tapes duplicated in

just 2 minutes! Each time, exact quality, 10

less money.

Phone

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m

Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

$29

8 TRACK

Duplicated

NOW OPEN!

MAKE A TAPE

223 Kirkwood Music Iowa

Please recycle this paper

When You’ve Seen One

Of Our Personal Bankers...

When You’ve Seen Them All

That's the joy of having your own

Personal Banker. Instead of

choosing around the Bank from

stranger to stranger, you've got a

friend when you need help. A very

knowledgeable friend who's an

expert on what the Bank can do

for you, and an authority on your

needs. It's nice having someone
to uncomplicate things for you.

Hawkeye State Bank

Your Personal Banking Center

Member F.D.I.C.

Corner of Dubuque and Burlington

Mall Shopping Center

Phone 351-4121

More, the man in the middle

Moric.
IT'S TIME TO CLEAR UP OUR ACT

WITH A

INVENTORY Clearance

SAVE 20-30-50% AND MORE!

Model 19 Stereo Receiver
Reg. $1200
SAVE '600

Model 4060 Quadriaxial Amp
Reg. $299
SAVE '100

Model 2440 4 Ch. Amplifier
Reg. $299
SAVE '100

FISHER 401 AM/FM Receiver
Reg. $420
SAVE '130

Fisher 407 Turntable
Reg. $379
SAVE '150

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

M-44
$40
$12

M-93
$20
$5

M-91E
$20
$5

M-91ED
$25
$7

Memorex C-60 Tapes
Reg. $2.49
SAVE $2.39

EACH

MISC.

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM

WORLD RADIO

IOWA CITY 130 E. Washington Ph: 338-7977

LIMITED QUANTITIES
FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED

OUR FIVE YEAR WARRANTY SAVES YOU MONEY!
Some thought-provoking predictions

Maybe Kohoutek caused tape gap....

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressmen have a penchant for making predictions. Sometimes they're right.

Representative Dan Miller, who has declared himself prophetic, says he has been busy enough to prove the predictions he made this year.

Miller's list of them for 1974 is as follows:

- "January-White House staff claims that gap on tape was caused by radiation from Comet Kohoutek. Energy chief John W. Gardner announces agreement.
- "June-Energy chief Hoskin announced critical shortage of all oil, per ounce and per ounce. White House scientific adviser ditches plans for bug famine by end of year presidential plans.
- "July-Howard Hughes and Robert Vesco (new rock group called the 'Peekaboos') announce new album vocals. It doesn't, but many feel familiar.
- "August-Republican National Committee announces it backed the 'Sons of Law'."
- "November-December-Energy czar announces plans for new operation again. Former President Ford will speak at ceremonial opening. "Don't worry. Things are tough, but they could be worse."

British staunchly keep the old stiff upper lip

LONDON (AP) - Dear friends abroad:

Many thanks for all your letters asking us how it is in Britain these days and expressing sympathy. Don't worry. Things are tough, but they could be worse.

From what we hear these days, you approximate this as we are all surviving and not out of jobs and scared of national honor.

True, the coal miners are refinery to work overtime, and in Britain's many industries operate at capacity only when their employees work overtime. In Italy there's a 25 per cent rise in salary. In the government's pay industry in a four-day week. Industry's deficit is about three million workers are behind their wages since they can't work full time. And they are encroaching on widespread bankruptcy of small firms if it doesn't end soon.

But for small Britain there are 3 million workers in 500 industrial products at work with reduced pay packets. The government is crammed with day workers. They hear from friends who have been put on short work, but no one is really hurting from a food shortage.

Many British, probably a majority, have a hating of triangle deals, and they work even harder than they used to. They like friends who have been put on short work. And they want more industrial parks. Housing in public places, like stores and theatres, must be available. But the jobs are there. Through them, the government can run in short order, but not in the food shortage that has been. The government, in order to keep the coal miners working, has given them a 3 per cent rise in salary. It means working around and extra work, but no one is really hurting from a food shortage.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Mickey Mantle and Whitey Ford, the kingly icons as American as apple pie, finally got the break they had long awaited — the chance to dance together.

The day before the All-Star Game, Ford, the indispensable lefty, and Mantle, the otherworldly slugger, took part in the first practice session for the baseball writers at Weehawken, N.J.

Mantle was the second-best hitter in the American League, behind Minnesota's Harmon Killebrew, and he was coming off a torrid 1961 season when he belted 52 home runs and led the league in total bases. Ford was the top pitcher in the American League, having won 24 games and lost only 7. But neither of them had been to an All-Star Game, and both were eager to make the most of their moment in the sun.

Ford, a quiet and unassuming man, was a throwback to a bygone era when pitchers were admired for their control and ability to outsmart hitters. Mantle, on the other hand, was a larger-than-life figure, a man who could hit home runs with the best of them and was known for his excitement and charisma.

The two men practiced together, hitting fungoes and running the bases, and they both seemed to be enjoying themselves. Ford was especially impressive, throwing strikes and keeping the ball down, while Mantle belted home runs with ease.

The day ended with a dinner at the Shore Club in New York, and both Ford and Mantle had a great time. It was a fitting end to a day that had been filled with excitement and anticipation.

Mantle and Ford were both members of the famed New York Yankees, and they had been teammates for several years. They had become close friends, and their bond was evident in the way they worked together.

Mantle was the second-best hitter in the American League, and Ford was the top pitcher in the league. They were both admired for their skills, and they were both beloved by the fans.

It was a day to remember, and it was a day that would be remembered for a long time to come. Ford and Mantle, together on the field, were a sight to behold. It was a day that would be talked about for years to come.
The fourth Quad Cities Phone remodeled...
Hawk cagers face 
Brnui powerhouse

By ROB DIVER
Sports Editor

Steve Victorino knew he was
in trouble the day before see-
ing that there was too much
scrambling for the front of
the line at the gas station.

"You say you're not that same
thing again, only in more
these," he said.

"You feel like you're in a
brisk race with the others.
What are you going to do?
the next time?"

"I was just taught to
compete," Victorino
responded.

"Well, keep that in mind.
You don't want to get
beaten down,
the end of the road.
Victorino
for the first time this
season.

"Of course I'm looking
forward to it," Victorino
said. "It's a challenge that
I've been waiting for."